# Abstract -We report a strong electron-photon interaction in exfoliated graphene observed at room temperature. Graphene has great potential to optoelectronic applications because of its excellent optical properties. Here, we demonstrate using the graphene-based structure for infrared detection under a zero-bias operation. When infrared light is projected to graphene, the graphene is capable to generate photocurrents. Besides, the electron-hole pairs generation of the graphenebased structure is independent of the direction of the polarized infrared source, and this makes graphene suitable for optical sensing. The device structure consists of graphene contacted with a pair of metal electrodes, which were fabricated using two nanomanipulation processes: dielectrophoresis and atomic force microscopic based nano assembly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene is one of the novel nano-materials, which has been studied extensively after its discovery in 2004 [1] . Graphene is likely candidates to create breakthroughs in the field of nano optoelectronics. Graphene has been considered to advance nano electronics for high-speed optical communications [2] [3] . because of its many remarkable electrical and optical properties, such as strong photoelectric effect [4] [5] [6] , high charge carrier mobility [7] [8] and unique band structure [9] [10] [11] . Graphene is a singleatomic-layer with carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice. It is a fundamental building block for graphitic materials of all other dimensionalities. The interlayer distance of bulk graphite is estimated to be 0.335 nA [1] and so a single-layer-graphene is rarely found. Nowadays, the most common way for the fabrication of graphene-based devices involves two steps: electron beam lithography (EBL) [1] [4] and dry etching in oxygen plasma [3] . However, these two processes have different drawbacks. First, plasma etching induces localization of charge carriers on graphene and this method is expected to affect the electronic properties of graphene. Second, EBL machines are expensive and suffer from low throughput for production. # This research work is partially supported under NSF Grants IIS-0713346 DMI-0500372, and ONR Grants N00014-04-1-0799 and N00014-07-1-0935.
They also require substantial maintenance. Besides, patterning process takes a long period of time to complete because the electron beams are required to scans on samples pixel by pixel.
Although many novel properties of graphene have been demonstrated from various research groups, there is still a lot of work to be done to improve the device fabrication and performance. In this paper, the investigations of the optical and electrical properties of graphene as well as the fabrication process of graphene-based devices are presented. The devices sense infrared (IR) signal based on photovoltaic effect at the graphene-metal interface. In the experiment, we found that the devices generate photocurrent at ambient temperature when they are illuminated by infrared signal. Besides, comparisons of IR sensing capability have been made between graphene and carbon nanotube (CNT). CNT has limited infrared sensitivity due to its size and polarization dependent, which has been reported from other research group [12] . On the contrary, we found there are several advantages of the graphene-based devices, such as polarization independent and large active area. The achieved sensitivity is due to remarkable properties of graphene, which makes it a promising candidate for optical detections especially in infrared regime. In this work, we would also present a promising approach to fabricate graphene-based nano devices via dielectrophoresis (DEP) and atomic force microscopic (AFM) nanomanipulation. We have used this approach to fabricate carbon nanotube-based nano devices effectively before [13] [14] [15] . This state-of-the art nano fabrication technique opens new possibility to fabricate graphene-based nano devices. The advantages of these techniques include the possibility to maintain or modify properties of graphene. Many theoretical analyses have speculated that graphene nanoribbons exhibit a variety of electronic properties due to different sizes and geometries [16] [17] [18] , and they can be used as phototransistors [19] . With the help of AFM nanomanipulation, it is possible to integrate pattern nano structure on the graphene by AFMbased local anodic oxidation [20] [21].
II. MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL SENSING CAPABILITY
When a graphene flake is connected between two metal electrodes, energy band diagram of graphene-metal interfaces is shown in Fig. 1 , and two Schottky barriers are formed at the graphene-metal interfaces. Photocurrent is generated at the barriers by photovoltaic effect when it is exposed to IR light. When IR photons hit the graphene, the photons with energy bigger than the band gap excite electrons and holes inside the graphene to form electron-hole pairs. Since graphene is considered as a zero band gap material [11] , photocarrier generation process is very efficient. Various experiments were conducted to study the optical sensing capability of the graphene structures under near infrared radiation. The experiments were conducted at room temperature and at a zero-bias operation. During the experiment, the graphene structures were projected by an infrared laser source (UH5-30G-830-PV, World Star Tech) which has optical power of 30 mW and wavelength of 830 m as shown in Fig. 2 , and photocurrent was measured by connecting the graphene-based devices to an Agilent 4156 precision semiconductor parameter analyzer. In the first experiment, the laser source was turned on and off in several cycles. Due to photocarrier generation from absorbed photons, fast step-like current changes were obtained according to the signal status as shown in Fig. 3 . The generated photocurrents were also proportional to input voltage of the laser source as shown in Fig. 4 . The experimental results showed the graphene was sensitive to IR signal and the device exhibited fast response to the IR signal. In the second experiment, we measured the photocurrents under different angles of the polarized IR source by turning a half-wave plate. The result showed the photocurrent generation is independent of the angles as shown in Fig. 5 . Comparison of the polarization effect between carbon nanotube and graphene has been made. Obviously, the photocurrents generated from the graphenebase device maintained stable photocurrent output under different angles as shown in Fig. 5 , whereas the photocurrent of CNT-based structure was minimized when the electric field direction of the light was perpendicular to the CNT.
CNT has limited infrared sensitivity due to its size and polarization dependent, which has been reported from other research group [12] . This brings an advantage of the development optical sensors using graphene, i.e. the photocurrent of the sensor will not be reduced due to the polarization of lights. In addition, we found the active sensing length of graphene structure is about 3 times longer than that of carbon nanotube-based devices as shown in Fig.  6 . This further let us speculates that graphene should have larger sensing active area which is very suitable for optical sensors. 
III. FABRICATION OF GRAPHENE
We have developed two major processes to manipulate graphene flakes on metal electrodes. The preparation of the graphene flakes will be introduced here before we discussed the manipulation. The graphene flakes was produced by repeatedly peeling off them from the Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) (SPI-1, Structure Probe, Inc). This process is called mechanical exfoliation [1] . The graphene sample was then dispersed and suspended in alcohol medium after ultrasonic treatment for 5 minutes as shown in Fig. 7 . Afterwards, we transferred the graphene suspension to our DEP manipulation system which can induce DEP force to attract graphene flake to the prefabricated metal microelectrodes, followed by AFM-based nano assembly. The detail of the DEP manipulation and AFM-based nano assembly will be given in the following sections. 
A.. Dielectrophoretic Manipulation System
In the experiment, graphene flake was attracted to the microelectrodes by an electric-field-assisted method called dielectrophoretic (DEP) manipulation as shown in Fig. 8 . A DEP force is induced to move an object when it is under a non-uniform electric field [22] [23] . Therefore, metal microelectrodes were pre-fabricated on a quartz substrate by a standard photolithography process. The metal electrodes served two purposes: First, the electrodes induce nonuniform electric field to attract graphene when they are applied with an AC voltage. The gap distance between two electrodes was 2 m, so a graphene flake could be formed between the two electrodes effectively. Second, the metal electrodes form graphene-metal interfaces with the graphene for the photocarrier generation process. For DEP manipulation, the object moves to different regions that are depended on the frequency of the electric field, the electrical conductivity and the permittivity of the object and medium. We have developed a DEP manipulation system for CNT manipulation [13] . Here, we used it for graphene manipulation. The system was modified to apply an AC voltage to induce positive DEP force, so graphene flake was attracted to the microelectrodes. In the deposition process, the concentration of the graphene suspension, the frequency and the amplitude of the AC voltage were experimentally optimized to achieve optimal possibility to attract an individual graphene flake between two electrodes. In the experiment, the system applied an AC voltage of 1.2 V peakto-peak with a frequency of 1 MHz to induce positive DEP force on the graphene flakes. When an AC voltage was applied across the microelectrodes, an electric field was generated and then a DEP force was induced on the graphene flake, so graphene flake was attracted to the microelectrodes. However, some impurities or more than one graphene flakes are trapped between the electrodes in some cases. Therefore, nanomanipulation was performed by our AFM nanorobotic system [14] which controls an AFM probe to align the graphene flake to the microelectrodes. 
B. AFM-Based Nano Assembly
Nano assembly was performed by the AFM nanorobotic system which controls the AFM probe to bring the graphene flake to connect between two microelectrodes as shown in Fig. 9 . The nanorobotic system has been developed based on an AFM system. Conventional AFM system employed a nano-scaled AFM probe, which is mounted on a piezoelectric scanner, to scan samples at nanoscale. We considered this AFM probe as a nanorobotic arm which can manipulate nano objects effectively. In order to perform the task, the AFM-based nanorobotic manipulation system has been developed with the augmented reality interface with real-time visual display and force feedback during nanomanipulation [14] [15] . It consists of three subsystems: the AFM system, the augmented reality interface, and the real-time controller. 
IV. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have characterized the optical behavior of graphene and we used the graphene-based device for infrared sensing. Most importantly, several advantages have been found, such as polarization independent and large active sensing area. We also presented a new approach to manipulate the graphene flakes by dielectrophoretic force and atomic force microscopic-based nanomanipulation. With the ability to manipulate graphene flakes, the process opens the possibility to manufacture graphene-based devices.
